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DAGMA launches exclusively for DESlock in Poland


DAGMA, Poland sees great potential for sales of DESlock+ under their exclusive distribution
agreement as part of the ESET Technology Alliance Program.

Taunton, UK, 20th March 2014 DESlock Limited, the UK leader in data encryption solutions, has entered
into an exclusive partnership with DAGMA to sell DESlock+ under an agreement brought about by the newly
formed ESET Technology Alliance Program.
“We are very excited to be working with DAGMA who have 25 years experience in security in the Polish
market. DAGMA offer a range of specialised security products, including antivirus products and UTM
devices, so are well placed to understand the technical advantages of our encryption solutions and relay
that to the Polish market” comments David Tomlinson, Managing Director of DESlock Ltd.
DESlock provides a well established encryption product, via a simple-to-use application with unique
architecture, to provide powerful data encryption to large enterprises or smaller SMEs. This solution
protects against all types of data breaches while allowing fully secure collaboration across complex
workgroups and teams. The product integration through the ESET Technology Alliance will provide ESET
customers with better protection of company infrastructure as well as effective encryption on employees’
mobile devices.
“At DAGMA we focus on delivering new security solutions for the Polish users and reseller network; as
such the DESlock product fits very well into our contemporary product portfolio. DESlock+'s wide range of
features - from e-mail to full disk encryption - makes it attractive to a variety of customers. The product
licensing and price strategy also answer the expectations of our Polish market” comments Paweł Jurek,
vice director of business development in DAGMA.
“In Poland, DESlock is being introduced in connection with ESET's Global Alliance Programme. With ESET
currently the number one paid AV solution on the market, having DESlock as an up-sale option for our
existing ESET customer base gives us really huge possibilities. Putting these advantages together I fully
expect DESlock to gain new customers in Poland really fast - either alone or as an additional option for
ESET solutions" concluded Jurek.

ESET's Technology Alliance Program aims to better protect businesses with a range of complementary IT
security solutions that seamlessly integrate with ESET's range of security solutions.

About DESlock
DESlock Ltd, the UK leader in data encryption solutions, helps organisations and individuals to protect
against all types of data breaches by offering a simple, yet extremely powerful set of encryption tools to
protect data in transit and at rest. Its flagship product DESlock+ is used by tens of thousands of businesses
worldwide to protect copyrighted materials, medical records, government files and other confidential and
personal information. DESlock+ software meets the rigorous FIPS-140-2 standard in the US and is validated
by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). DESlock+, has been awarded SC Magazine’s
Best Buy for three successive years and was also the winner of Computing Security's Encryption Product of
the Year in 2012.
For more information about DESlock, please visit http://www.deslock.com , or call 01823 444447.
About DAGMA
DAGMA is a distributor of IT security solutions present on the Polish market for nearly 25 years. The
company offers specialized products designed to protect corporate networks, including antivirus
applications, encryption and anti-spam solutions, as well as UTM devices.
DAGMA also offers consultancy in the field of IT security , carries out the implementation of our solutions
and implements full support for distributed products - including for ESET solutions. The company also
operates its own Training Center - provides training in developing soft skills and information.
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